Remaining competitive
with networked production

How 5G makes
factories smart

5G whitepaper | Smart Factory

Industries are embracing smart manufacturing
in response to more demanding customer
expectations and changed conditions.
Developing innovative products and selling them at a competitive price is no longer
enough to ensure business success. Customers are increasingly demanding solutions
designed for their specific needs and avoiding commoditised mass-market products.
As a result, companies are faced with shorter lead times and the need to rapidly adapt
their processes to new market conditions. The competitive landscape is also changing
with new, unexpected, startups or from rivals completely outside the sector.
This requires factories to be more nimble with the ability to re-configure quickly so
that they can change product specifications on the fly. All of this can be fulfilled if
industrial manufacturing becomes “smart”. But what exactly is a “smart factory” and
which technological requirements must be fulfilled to organise a factory according to
this principle?
Technology trend – smart factory
Technology trends change whole markets. This presents
companies with major challenges, while at the same time
offers significant opportunities. According to Gartner, the
“Smart Factory” concept is among the Top 10 Strategic
technology trends in the manufacturing industry. The
Internet of Things (IoT) plays an important role here: in
its “Internet of Things Heatmap” (see illustration below),
Forrester Research evaluates smart and IoT-based solutions
as being particularly relevant to industrial applications,
such as the management of supply chains, inventories and
warehousing, together with product development in the
manufacturing sector.
Depending on a company’s situation, various technologies
can be employed. These include AI-based product

development and process optimisation, the use of
autonomous systems and the customisation of products with
the aid of networked smart manufacturing. It also includes
monetisation of data, digital twinning and the application
of augmented and virtual reality. However, it is key to
individually evaluate how such technologies and solutions
fit in with one’s own company and the existing processes
employed there. And companies always need to adapt to
change. Industrial mass production is increasingly becoming
a relic of the past, being replaced by digitalised, networked
manufacturing, for which the term “Industry 4.0” has become
established. The following paper will demonstrate how
companies can meet this challenge and how 5G technology
plays a decisive role.1

Gartner top 10 strategic technology Trends for Manufacturing Industries: Smart
Factory, Simon Jacobson 18. April 2019.
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Opportunities offered by IoT applications in different industries
Gen.
High-tech
manufact. ind. production

Transport
and logistics

Retail and
distribution

Security and surveillance
Management of the logistics chain
Inventory and warehousing
Tracking of orders/deliveries
Facility management
Asset management

Roy Charles Amara,
US futurologist
(1925 – 2007)

“Smart products”
Energy management
Source: Forrester Report “The Internet of
Things Heatmap, 2017” (Selection of relevant
industries)

“We tend to
overestimate the
effect of a technology
in the short run and
underestimate the
effect in the long run.”

High tendency

Low tendency
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Components of smart production

Analyses
• Machine learning/big data
• Evaluations and reports
• Provision of KPIs
• Long-term analyses
• “Self-service analytics”

Forecasts
• Predictive maintenance
• Predictive quality
• Material range of coverage forecast

Scheduling
• Production planning
• Operations scheduling and quality assurance
• Extrapolation of energy consumption
• Manpower planning
• Maintenance calendar, adjustment of resource use

•
•
•
•

Controlling
Manufacturing and process control
Quality control
Early identification of quality deviations
Online monitoring

What does “smart production” mean and how relevant is this trend?
Different approaches to smart manufacturing
In practice, an industrial concern can take a very broad-based
approach to making its manufacturing “smart” (see illustration
above): For example, during scheduling and resource planning
or in controlling the machines. This also comes with datadriven applications such as forecast and analysis variants. Here,
networking machines and processes are not simply an end
in itself, but requirements for facilitating the comprehensive
customisation of products and the rapid adaptation of processes.

Definition of smart factory: This term refers to the vision
of an intelligent factory. The production environment
is fully networked. In the ideal case it is autonomously
organised and structured – i.e. without the need for human
intervention. The networking of ordering and logistics
systems facilitates customised production. The real-time
availability of machines, production and sensor data opens
up additional possibilities for monetising data.

The competitive environment is investing
heavily in networking
In its “German Industry 4.0 Index 2018” the companies Staufen
AG and Staufen Digital Neonex GmbH report an enlightening
fact: Some 80 percent of the companies they surveyed, that
are already involved in Industry 4.0, are primarily concerned
with harnessing it to achieve increases in efficiency. Gaining
a competitive edge through more modern products was stated by
48 percent, new business models are being sought by 39 percent,
while additional applications such as predictive maintenance
motivate 38 percent of respondents to commit to Industry 4.0. In
the Gartner report, “2019 CIO Agenda: Global Perspectives,” CIOs
surveyed from the EMEA region stated that the technology areas
where their organizations will be spending the largest amount of
new or additional funding in 2019 includes business intelligence
or data analytics solution (44% of respondents), digital business
initiatives (37% of respondents), Internet of Things (17% of
respondents), artificial intelligence/machine learning (28%), and
automation (26%). Additionally, the most common technology
area where organizations will be reducing funding by the highest
amount in 2019 compared to 2018 is infrastructure and data
centres (37%). 1

Definition of Industry 4.0: The numbering refers to the
various phases of the industrial revolution. It is characterised
by the following transformations:
Industry 1.0: Mechanical production primarily using
hydroelectric and steam-powered equipment.
Industry 2.0: Electrification and the assembly line.
Industry 3.0: Computer control and further automation with
the aid of IT and electronics.
Industry 4.0: Digitalisation and networking of production and
sometimes of the manufactured goods too.

Manufacturing companies must act
In the area of industrial manufacturing, investments to prepare
for the forthcoming challenges are top priority. In order for
companies to succeed in this sector, they cannot ignore the
trend towards networking, digitalisation and customisation of the
products that they manufacture.
Gartner “2019 CIO Agenda: Global Perspectives” report, Andy Roswell-Jones, et al, 22 April 2019
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Technological components for networking machines
Technological components for industrial networking
The Internet of Things is a key basic technology for smart
manufacturing. The term underlines the fact that not only
telecommunication terminal devices are connected to the
internet, but – to an increasing degree – so are a multitude of
sensors, actuators and everyday products. In the industrial
environment this means that machines and production plants are
becoming “things” that are networked via the internet – as are
the products manufactured by these “things”. Another important
role in this connection is occupied by “big data” analyses. These
are the precondition for “classic” optimisations and efficiency
improvements as well as data-driven business models.

Requirements on networking solutions in smart
factories
Networking “things” (for example, sensors and actuators inside
machines) in a smart factory place different requirements
on the communication technology provided for the purpose.
In the first stage, the requirement depends upon the type of
communication processes involved: one-way (technical term:
unidirectional) transmissions, as required for collecting sensor
data or for locating products, for instance, create less complexity
than two-way (bidirectional) data flows. On the other hand, with
two-way communications, applications that remain isolated from
production (for example maintenance or remote diagnosis) are
less complex than communication processes that are integrated
directly into production systems – such as the remote control of
machines. Companies need to keep these differing requirement
levels in mind when planning their respective solutions.

Criteria for selecting the right communication
technology
The next step involves defining the requirements profile
more precisely for the technical implementation of machine
networking. Some criteria are more relevant than others – high
demands are placed, on security, availability and reliability,
followed closely by networking density and latency.
For example, the control of a machine tool relies on the rapid
and reliable delivery of the relevant information in order to be

able to ensure high-quality processing. For this purpose, the
transmission technology employed must guarantee the highest
level of availability and reliability. The growing number of
individual networked components furthermore creates an aboveaverage network density. Mobility, in terms of communications
within a factory, is demanded to the extent that machines, robots
and tools should be set up with the least possible dependence on
cables.
In comparison with other applications, e.g. in road transport,
the coverage area required is narrowly confined. Even position
determination, especially with a high degree of accuracy, can
be regarded as negligible in connection with smart factories.
Equally, the data rates required for machine communication are
comparatively low when compared with video transmissions, for
example.

Relevance of different technology criteria in smart factories
Data rate

Security
Availability

Reliability

Latency

Accuracy
of position
determination

Mobility
Network density

Technological complexity of communication relationships in the smart factory
Technical demands:
Low

High

One-way communication

Two-way, isolated from production

Two-way, integrated into production

Collection of sensor data

Maintenance with augmented reality support

Remote control of machines

Location of products/tools

Remote access/diagnosis

Robotics

Video monitoring of production stages

Autonomous transport vehicles

Tele-assistance for processing stages

Documentation of processing stages

Use of drones, e.g. for inventories
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Strengths and weaknesses of key communication technologies
Ethernet

WLAN

4G/LTE

5G

Immunity to interference

Availability

Security

Flexibility/mobility
Number of clients that
can be connected
Handover

Not necessary

High tendency

Low tendency

Why local mobile networks are the best choice for networking smart factories
Trend from wired to wireless networks
For many years, networked machines were connected together
using network cables (Ethernet). Such wired solutions offer a high
level of immunity to interference and availability; they support
a large number of networked devices or “clients” and offer a
comparatively high degree of security against unauthorised
access. But the growing need for mobility on the factory floor and
flexibility – for instance in how and where machines are set up –
has created an ever-increasing demand for wireless technologies
in industrial applications. For example, wireless technologies
allow various machines to be flexibly combined into production
lines, depending upon the current capacity utilisation situation,
without complex rewiring. Concepts such as remote-controlled
robots or workpieces that are transported to the next stage of
processing by autonomous vehicles are highly dependent on
such a high degree of mobility and flexibility.

control of each individual subscriber connection, as is normal in
mobile communication networks, does not take place with WLAN.

Mobile communications as the solution
As shown by the technology comparison above, mobile
communication standards are far superior to WLANs – in
particular in terms of the high degree of availability and
immunity to interference, excellent mobility, large number of
supported clients and high level of security. The authentication
of terminal devices using SIM cards or via eS-IM (Embedded
Subscriber Identity Module), the more stable and efficient
signal transmission, and the mechanisms for handing over
active connections from one radio cell to a neighbouring cell
are proving to be decisive strengths, especially when used for
industrial communication applications.

Industrial experience with WLAN
At first sight, one highly promising candidate is – or was – the
broadly adopted consumer market solution called wireless
LAN – the wireless transmission of high volumes of data in
everyday use which normally functions satisfactorily. However,
the use of WLAN in an industrial environment rapidly became
a stumbling block. This wireless technology quickly reaches
its limits when a large number of clients need to log on to the
system. Also, the stability (in particular immunity to interference)
of communications using WLAN connections is not ensured. A
guarantee of, or at least a very high degree of communications
availability, is not possible with WLAN. A WLAN access point
provides all of the logged-on subscribers with a signal or data
connection to the best of its ability (“best effort”). But active

“Particularly for Germany, with its high level of industrial
expertise, [5G] technology is also a key factor affecting
automation and efficient production processes among
competing locations. The fact that competitors such
as Japan, Korea and also the Scandinavian countries
have long recognised this, and are pursuing ambitious
objectives, means that this is now a matter of urgency.”
Roland Berger Management Consultancy, April 2018,
commenting on 5G
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5G as an optimum smart factory basis
The starting point was 4G/LTE

Already available for industrial customers

The fourth generation mobile telecommunication network
(4G/LTE), which has been deployed since 2011, was primarily
developed to enable private mobile internet usage. In its current
state of evolution and maturity it offers more stable, and
frequently faster connections than WLAN. 4G/LTE was therefore
increasingly used in industrial applications. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that 4G/LTE was established with the objective
of facilitating digital communications between people and is
therefore not optimised for use in the
industrial environment.

The rollout of 5G networks for the general public continues at full
pace; however, industrial customers of all sizes can benefit from
the latest generation mobile network on their premises, because
Vodafone is building 5G radio cells exclusively for them. Each
individual industrial customer takes its own decision regarding
the extent to which it wishes to connect its IT systems and 5G
mobile network together.

5G technology component – mobile edge computing

5G – the application-specific
network
Conversely, during development of the
fifth generation mobile network (5G),
the focus was placed on optimising the
network for a range of applications.
Along with other priorities, this includes
the 5G technology component, mobile
edge computing. Small real-time data
centres process data directly at the mobile
network base station.

Small real-time data
centres process data
directly at the mobile
network base station.

Benefits
Real-time: Data is processed locally
without needing to cross the network.
Speed decision making.

Data processing
directly at the
mobile mast

!

Security: Data does not need to leave
a specifically secured environment in
order for processing to take place.
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Networked production plants
Greater efficiency for
industry: robots and
machines share current
information in real time via
edge computing.

5G benefits in detail
Customised network

Reaction in real time

Network slicing is a key highlight of the latest generation of
mobile networks. In current mobile architecture the same
network properties are available to each subscriber. In contrast,
5G is intelligent and provides virtual sub-networks. These
“network slices” make those properties available that the
respective application requires: from blazingly fast with low
latency through to extremely low-energy consumption. This
allows 5G to offer the huge flexibility required to effectively
meet the various individual requirements.

5G networks facilitate a minimal latency of just a few
milliseconds. Latency means the delay with which the data
packets are transported. For time-critical sensor or control data,
latency is often more important than the data transmission
rate. For comparison purposes, latency in fast fixed network
connections still lies above 10 milliseconds in a best-case
scenario. Mobile edge computing (see illustration above)
provides additional support for this. Here, data is stored and
processed at the “edge” of the network and, in close proximity
to the application. In campus networks (private 5G networks,
for instance on a company’s premises) data processing can be
distributed between the internal corporate IT systems and the
edge computing power offered by the 5G network.

Speed and capacity are turbo-boosted
Speeds of up to 10 gigabits per second are possible with 5G,
whereas 4G offers a maximum of just 1 gigabit per second. Large
volumes of data can be transmitted and processed in a matter of
seconds. The high data transmission rate raises 5G to fibre optic
level. Moreover, the 5G network offers greater capacity than all
of the previously used networks together – allowing top speeds
to be achieved even with a high density of terminal devices.

Large number of connected devices
With 5G, up to 50,000 devices can be connected to the
network per cell – for instance sensors and actuators. This is
of key importance for networking industrial facilities and the
associated communication between devices. The IoT requires
particularly high-performance networks.
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New business potential through monetising data from smart factories
Added value through big data analyses
Smart manufacturing also offers opportunities for new
revenue and business models. According to the BARC
study “Data Monetisation – Use Cases, Implementation and
Added Value” (see chart at right) 40 percent of companies
surveyed already use their data assets for benchmarking and
reporting, while a further 26 percent are planning to do so.
Moreover, Gartner sees data monetisation among the Top
10 of the Strategic Technology Trends in the Manufacturing
Industry (Gartner “Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for
Manufacturing Industries: Smart Factory,” Simon Jacobson,
18 April 2019). Performing big data analyses offers more
benefits than simply optimising production. By employing
predictive maintenance it will also become possible to
monitor the degree of wear of machines and facilitate the
early identification of potential defects before they lead to
failure. “Digital twins”, i.e. simulations of real-world systems,
allow the use of “what if” scenarios or the prediction of wear
by accelerating the simulation timeline. Depending on the
respective scenario, these possibilities extend not only to
manufacturing, but can also be applied to finished products
while they are being used by customers.

Survey: How does your company monetise data or is planning it?
Answers in %

Provision of data via
benchmarking/reporting

40

Provision of a digital platform

37

Provision of new services for
existing products

17

Building new business
models

16

Planned

25

22

Supplement existing
products

In use

26

38
43
39

Not planned, but conceivable

30

3

34
29

5
10
5

34
36

9

Inconceivable

Source: Business Application Research Center (BARC), Würzburg – “Data Monetisation
– Use Cases, Implementation and Added Value” study, January 2019
n= 137; online survey of European companies (36% service sector, 18% industry,
15% IT, 12% bank and finance, 10% retail, 7% public sector)

Data monetisation examples

Real-time data allows new business models

Internal:

Real-time data can be used to offer analysis and maintenance
services in addition to the core business. Conceivable here
would be service fees for the remote maintenance of machines
and update services or functional enhancements during the
lifecycle of a product. In many emerging IoT business models
data is not only used for internal optimisation purposes, but
is also sold to third parties. Aggregated data from production
can be used for quality control improvement, predictive
maintenance, production planning, market analyses,
developing new manufacturing solutions and a plethora of
further applications.

→ Predictive analysis/maintenance: identify and prevent foreseeable

5G is the ideal basis for data monetisation

External:

With its strengths such as low-latency and efficient data
communication, high level of availability and reliability,
and its ability to support communication processes with
many nodes, 5G offers an optimum basis for monetising
data – when collecting the data during production and when
goods and products are networked outside of the factory, at
customers’ premises. It is however important that aspects
such as compliance and data protection are adequately
addressed during the conception of such applications
and business and/or monetisation models. To this end,
appropriate preparation of the data is a decisive factor.
This must involve suitable aggregation/generalisation of
the individual data together with robust anonymisation of
personal information.

→ Data as a product: provision of a company’s own data on data

failures before they happen by recognising patterns. This can be
carried out with both in-house data as well, “third-party” data
→ Simulation of prototypes/digital twin/“asset performance
management”: reduces the need for physical prototypes; “whatif” simulations on a digital twin; analyses and forecasts on the
basis of machine operating data (objectives: risk minimisation,
process improvement, product improvement, increasing customer
satisfaction)
→ Optimisation of machine operating times, production-related KPIs
and/or quality characteristics of the products

marketplaces/platforms
→ More proactive service, for example through service/trading
partners: predictive analysis as the basis for customer services
→ B2C automation: additional business via existing channels, for
example through service or upgrade offers to end customers on
the basis of their equipment and its usage
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Greater efficiency, new added value:
5G supports process optimisation in smart factories
The pressure to transform is increasing
Even if monetisation is not the primary objective, data still
remains an important basis for efficiency improvements. This
is an important tool for countering the increasing pressure to
transform. This pressure is already very pronounced in many
industries including car manufacturing, information and
communication technology and agriculture. Digitalisation and
disruptive business models of emerging competitors frequently
give rise to new framework conditions in these and many other
industries.

“By 2035 industrial manufacturing will account for the
largest share of 5G commercial usage. The significance
for sales and marketing will grow to 28 percent.”
HIS Economics & IHS Technology: “The 5G Economy:
How 5G technology will contribute to the global economy”,
January 2017

More efficient digitalisation with 5G
Transformation also means new opportunities and possibilities
for adding additional or alternative value. Efficiency
improvements and streamlining measures that arise from
process digitalisation and the networking of production
facilities (see the example in the right hand column) can
contribute to this. The results are often shorter production
times and a reduction in manufacturing costs. Using 5G to
create networks also provides the necessary foundations for
achieving these objectives: time-critical processes benefit
from short latency times, networking and remote control
of machines and also from the high availability of the 5G
mobile network. Simultaneously, the costs of the delivery
processes and warehousing can be reduced through optimised
communication: 5G facilitates transparent supply chains,
an optimised order management system and streamlined
logistics processes. Resource-efficient production furthermore
contributes to sustainable business operations. As a result,
innovations can be more simply and quickly implemented
and new products introduced to the market earlier. With 5G,
companies receive the necessary tool set that allows them to
adapt their offers and manufacturing methods to new market
requirements. Furthermore, companies are able to shorten
their lead times and more reliably maintain the deadlines
agreed with customers.

Benefits of 5G-based process optimisations
Factors driving efficiency:
→ Increasing the efficiency of machines and employees (for example
in actual production, but also in inbound and outbound logistics,
warehousing and other areas)
→ Increasing the utilisation of machinery/tools and of other
production resources
→ Prevention of downtimes
→ Tracking/localisation of products and tools during production
→ Replacement of manual work through automation/robots
→ Reduction of waste/rejects, increase the degree of utilisation of
raw materials/source materials
→ Reduction of indirect costs through networked production

Customer-centred drivers of intelligent
production processes:
→ Customer-specific or highly customised products
→ Production of small batches/special editions etc.
→ Demand-oriented production planning
→ Equipment/functional enhancements and updates in the field
(while the product is being used by the customer)

Fields of application for 5G in smart factories

1.	Optimisation of timecritical processes

2.	Non-time-critical
networking of machines

3.	Remote control of
machines

4.	Internal corporate
communication

5. Networked products

• Real-time monitoring
• Real-time
communication
between machines
• AI and video-based
interaction, e.g.
between robots

• Localisation
• Data collection via
sensors
• High availability of the
networks, even under
unfavourable conditions

• L ow latency and highest
availability
• Security

• Comprehensive
networking of the IT and
production infrastructure
• End-to-end solutions,
possibly with converging
communication
technologies

•P
 roduct expansion
through services and
software features
• Data analyses
(e.g. evaluation of
product lifecycle and
usage data)

Source: Working paper “Mobile Controlled Production – 5G for Digital Factories”,
Plattform Industrie 4.0
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The benefits of 5G throughout the value chain
Entry points for 5G
The unique toolkit that 5G provides shows its advantages
throughout the whole of the value chain. But what
requirements must a company fulfil in order to benefit
from this?
It must be possible to network the existing machine fleet
– something that is normally already possible, or is easy to
retrofit. The most important stage is to redesign existing
processes. These are usually not optimised for networking,
but this issue needs to be addressed before 5G can become
fully effective and facilitate truly smart manufacturing. In
the process, companies can proceed in step-by-step fashion,
initially digitalising the most relevant parts of their value
chain. Alongside production, this also applies to a high
degree to the logistics chain, i.e. material and/or inbound
logistics. At this stage, components such as digital inventory
control, autonomous transport systems, IoT-supported
identification of parts and products – and other similar issues
– can be integrated.

The next stage is to incorporate data-driven tools and
process steps such as performance dashboards, sensorbased quality control and process optimisations – and
continue through to greater customisation of products with
the objective of achieving a “batch size of one”.

The 5G toolkit
As the overview below shows, 5G-based networking and
digitalised process elements are capable of delivering their
strengths at different points along the value chain. This
applies to high-performance applications such as mixed
reality (in which users’ perceptions are supplemented with
computer-generated information), virtual reality (immersion
into a computer-generated environment) or augmented
reality (mixed reality overlaid with virtual reality elements).
But autonomous transport systems, tracking and many other
industrial applications also profit from the specific benefits
of 5G mobile networks.

How 5G demonstrates its strengths throughout the value chain

Application

Primary 5G benefit

High bandwidth

Low latency

High reliability

Research & development
Mixed reality in product development, networked collaboration
3D-visualisation, augmented/virtual reality
Inbound/outbound logistics
Intelligent materials management (IoT tracking)
Autonomous transport systems in warehouse and factory
Quality management & analytics
Production
Batch size of one
Wireless instead of Ethernet networking of machines
Predictive maintenance
Control of robots and plants
Human-to-machine communication, augmented reality
Equipment tracking
Smart energy management
Marketing, training
Showrooms with virtual reality, 3D models
Simultaneous interpretation
After-sales & service
Augmented reality for maintenance and repair
Highly relevant

Lower relevance
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Campus networks or public 5G network?
Local mobile networks for industrial concerns

Pros and cons of campus networks

A campus network is a closed, local wireless network that is
exclusively available to a company at its factory premises.
Such a wireless company network is strictly isolated from
public wireless networks.
During the technical implementation of such networks
there are several options governing the extent to which the
local network infrastructure and the components of the
public wireless network interact with each other. Companies
are able to decide to provide the whole infrastructure “on
premises” – either managed by the in-house IT department
or by the experienced team at a mobile network operator.
During the 2019 5G frequency auction, the German Federal
Network Agency set aside a 100 MHz portion of the radio
spectrum exclusively for use by companies. Companies can
apply to the Federal Network Agency for a license to use part
of – or the complete – bandwidth on their premises.

The following arguments are fundamentally in favour of an
in-house campus network:

Network slicing allows local sub-networks
Network slicing also makes it possible to provide an exclusive
5G sub-network for a company. While this runs on the
physical infrastructure of the public network, it remains
logically separate from it. The most appropriate solution
for a particular use depends upon the specific application,
the existing network and IT infrastructure and other factors.
Ultimately, the final decision is also a question of cost.

→ Full control of all of the network’s performance dimensions
→ Complete physical isolation from the public network
→ Total independence from the public infrastructure

The following points favour the use of a local sub-network of
the 5G network using network slicing:
→ Here too, all of the requirements are deliverable (reliability/
immunity to interference, bandwidth, latency, isolation/encryption)
→ The company does not need its own bandwidth spectrum
→ Link with public mobile network possible if interested/needed
→ Experienced network operator is responsible for operation

However, companies should not underestimate the
complexity of operating a mobile network. Leveraging the
expertise of a network operator such as Vodafone – with over
30 years of experience operating digital mobile networks
– means that companies can concentrate fully on their dayto-day core operations. Irrespective of whether an internal
network is structured in the form of a campus network or as a
sub-network of a public 5G network, allowing an experienced
provider such as Vodafone to operate it offers a further
benefit: While a typical campus network is always completely
isolated, a mobile network operator can create gateways
into the public network. This would, allow employees to use
the public network for general communications, while a
dedicated part of it serves to support the company’s internal
network. This combination delivers the best of all worlds, so
to speak.

How 5G ensures stable and fast communications

Network slicing
Different “slices” of the overall
data flow fulfil different
requirements, thereby specifically
serving certain customers or
applications.

Massive Multiple Input / Multiple
Output (MIMO)
An array of antennae work
together to transmit radio signals
while using overlays or reflections
to achieve more resilient
transmissions.

Edge computing
The computing power for cloud
applications migrates to the edge of
the mobile network instead of being
provided at central data centres. This
allows short reaction times (latencies)
to be achieved.

Beamforming
Alongside MIMO (see above), 5G
antennae can also specifically direct
their signals to the receiving device.
This achieves greater efficiency
and improves the reliability of the
transmissions.
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Example application – e.GO
Electric vehicles from a smart factory
The company e.GO Mobile AG was established in 2015 by
Prof. Günther Schuh to manufacture electric vehicles. e.GO
harnesses agile teamwork to produce a range of particularly
affordable, customer-oriented electric vehicles for shortrange applications. The company rigorously embraces fully
digitalised and networked manufacturing methods. Its
objective is to achieve a “two touch factory” in which each
part is only touched twice – once during delivery and the
second time during assembly. Delivered goods are scanned
using RFID scanners, smart forklifts (networked autonomous
forklift trucks) stack goods on high-bay racking and smart
factory trains supply the required goods to the production
line. During assembly, the electric cars being manufactured
are transported through the individual production stages by
automated guided vehicles (AGVs). At each station, scanners
identify the parts of the vehicle on the production line so
that customer-specific equipment can be correctly fitted. All
of the machines and components are wirelessly networked
– down to individual tool level, such as networked torque
wrenches, for example. The digital twin concept is also
employed here: within the IT systems of e.GO a digital image
of the overall production process exists. This facilitates

“The assembly plant for the e.GO Life is a true Industry
4.0 factory. The connectivity links the physical world
with the digital one. In fu-ture, the Vodafone 5G
network will allow us to implement these processes
even faster and more securely in real time.”
Prof. Günther Schuh, CEO of e.GO Mobile AG
the comprehensive exchange of data between all of the
instances involved and allows an even more comprehensive
overview coupled with more precise forecasts. Moreover,
optimisations can be simulated in advance using digital
models.

Model example of 5G-based production
In its campus network, e.GO has used 5G concepts from the
very beginning, including “network slicing”. Now that 5G
frequencies and a 5G radio standard are available, e.GO wants
to rapidly adopt these technologies in order to benefit from
the stability, capacity, speed of reaction and data transfer
rates that the 5G standard offers.

Networked car manufacture

Next steps
If you would like more information, please
contact your account manager or access

vodafone.com/business
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